
Use This Question To Find Your First 
Software Idea People Will Pay For

INTRO
How many ideas does it take to become successful? 

One. 

Just one idea people will pay for. 

How do you find that idea?  

And aren’t all the good ideas already taken anyway?  

Hah! Hardly. Let me show you why. 
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What if I Told You There is an Endless Pit  
of Profitable Software Ideas?
All you need are the right questions to find this pit. 

Before I give you the question, I need you to be aware of the strategy behind it. I don’t want the 
simplicity to go over your head. I want you to understand the mindset behind this question so you can 
use it in dozens of different ways. 

This way… you aren’t locked into repeating the question like a robot :-)  

Sound good? Wonderful! Here are the dirty details… 

One of the fastest and easiest ways to find profitable software ideas is look for a problem someone is 
already trying to solve on their own. If you find an idea where the person has already hacked together 
solution that isn’t ideal for them, you are golden.  

I repeat, go where the user is already trying to solve their own problem. 

And the good news? There are ALWAYS new problems people are trying to solve.

So, how do you find these problems and this pit?  

One of our many star students, Carl Mattiola, created ClinicMetrics.com from the origins of this question. 

This question is specifically designed to be asked in the business world. But you could find alternative 
ways to use it if you are creative. 

This question is powerful, and I’m excited for you to go out and give it a shot. When you use this 
question, be fully alert to hear the answer. 

Here is the question you can ask a business owner…

Because of This, the Pit of Profitable  
Software Ideas is Endless
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What Do You Use Microsoft Excel For  
in Your Business?
If you’re like me, you can have so much fun with this question! It has endless applications. 

The question is essentially. 

Physical Therapist: We use microsoft excel to track our financial & business metrics. 

Carl: Why don’t you use quickbooks or something else? 

Physical Therapist: Because we have specific metrics to track that quickbooks won’t allow. 

Carl: What sort of things do you need to track? 

Physical Therapist: Patient visits, patients per therapist in our clinic, time per patient, etc… 

Carl: What sort of problems do you have with excel currently? 

Physical Therapist: We have to save files and share (or email) them among locations, we get 
duplicate data and missing data, it’s hard to keep track of when you have multiple locations. 

Carl: If I had a solution that streamlined this for you, would you be interested and find value 
enough to pay for it? 

Physical Therapist: Yes.

How Are You Hacking Software Together to Solve a 
Problem You Have?

Or asked another way.. 

Are You Currently Solving Any Problems by Using a Product  
in Ways it Was Not Intended to Be Used For?

In the case of Carl Mattiola, when he asked Physical Therapists this question, they responded…
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The idea doesn’t come from the question. The idea comes from searching deeply for the pain. The 
question gets you started on your journey. 

The biggest take away go where the problem already is. 

If you’d like to listen to a full interview with Carl Mattiola on how he started ClinicMetrics, Andy Drish, a 
partner at the Foundation, has done a remarkable interview with him, that you can get here. 

We hope you enjoy playing in this pit of endless profitable software ideas. It is truly endless. 

If you’re like most people, when they first hear this concept, the next question they ask is…  
“Great… so who do I call?” 

Picking a market to call is a tricky step that can cause a lot of frustration among new entrepreneurs.  

We recommend continuing on to our video revealing the Secret Language Of Millionaires. 

With this video, you’ll be on the right track 
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